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Early interests
Ralph Wetmore was awarded his Ph.D. degree
at EIarvard University in 1924, after an undergraduate career at Acadia University in Nova
Scotia, and entered into a lifelong study of the form
and differentiationof plants. When K. V. Thimann
went to Harvard in the fall of 1935, Ralph Wetmore approached him immediately. Wetmore was
working with two graduate students, R. Goodwin
and A. Delisle, on the relative growth of leaves,
using parent plants of two species and their hybrids.
The approachhad been based on Huxley's algebraic
treatment of the relation between width and
breadth, y
axb. Goodwin was using a Solidago
hybrid and Delisle an Aster.Wetmore wanted these
two men shown how to determine auxin production
in leaves so that they could try to relate the size
and shape of the leaves to auxin production. Thimann had just previously shown Avery these methods at Cal. Tech. for his study of auxin formation
in Nicotianaleaves (AVERY
1935). The quantitative character of this approach demonstrated very
well the direction of Wetmore's thinking at the
time, that is, the quantitative expression of mor1 This essay is a ratherpersonalreview of the way things
developedat Harvard aroundRalph Wetmore; it was prepared collaborativelywithout any real attempt to be comprehensive.It is thought to be reasonablyaccurate, or as
accurate as could be, short of consulting Ralph Wetmore
himself. The authors bear the blame for omissions or
*

.

commlsslons.

phologicalcharactersand their analysis in causal
terms. The results, which were published later
( DELISLE1937, 1938; GOODWIN
1937; WETMORE

and DELISLE1939) were useful beginningsin this
direction.Goodwin'sstudy of Sotidagoin the rosette stage was the first demonstrationthat the
latest leaf in the rosetteexerts an inhibitingeffect
upon the next in succession,comparableto the inhibitingeffectexertedby a bud upon the next one
belowit.
Wetmorecameto the experimental
and analytical
study of plant developmentvia a naturalontogeny.
In his own morphologicaland anatomicalstudies
of the thirtiesand early forties,he combineda concern for internalstructureand externalform with
the developmental
originsof both, especiallyin the
context of their comparativeand evolutionary
origins. Together with his close associate, I. W.
Bailey, he had pursuedteachingand researchon
anatomicalmatters,collaboratedon the expansion
of the HarvardWood Collection,and developeda
groupof researchstudentswith strongcomparative
anatomicalorientation with special concern for
wood structure.These interestswereevidentin his
publishedwork and that of his students, as, for
example,the comparativeanatomicalstudiesin the
Moraceaeby TIPPO(1938). The seminalreviewby
ESAU(1943) on primaryvasculartissuesprovoked
interest in the primaryplant body and served as
a stimulusfor moreintensivestudies.WetmoreencouragedV. Cheadle to study specializationof
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vessels in the monocots (CHEADLE
1944), H. Miller
to work out the anatomy of the embryo and seedling of Phlox (MILLERand WETMORE
1945, 1946)
and A. Spurr to study the organization of Pinus
(SPURR 1949) . HEIMSCH(1951) reflected Wetmore's influence in his studies on vascular tissues
in barley roots as did GREENIDGE
(1952) in his
interests on vessel length and water movement in
trees. His interest in the vascularizationof the nonseed plants was evidenced by publications on Lycopodium(WETMORE
1943) and Equisetum( GOLUB
and WETMORE
1948) .

themselves begun surgical attacks on the shoot
apices of a number of other vascular plants. In
several talks, Wetmore had indicated his feeling
that the problems of vascularizationin lower vascular plants, as in flowering plants, could only be
effectively attacked at the experimental level by
tissue culture techniques. He was impressed by the
observations of R. J. GAUTHERET
( 1942) and of
G. CAMUS(1949) on the formation of xylem and
phloem in tissue culture masses. Wetmore invited
Georges Morel, who had studied tissue culture
methods with Gautheret, to come to Harvard as
a research associate to set up a plant tissue culture
The beginnings of modern plant
laboratory. Morel arrived in 1949,and no time was
morphogenetic studies
lost in organizingsuch a laboratory. By 1951 tissue
World War II naturally brought about a disloca- cultures of fern ( Osmunda) callus, Lycopodium
tion of graduate work. Then in 1945 faculty and prothalli, and Selaginella gametophytes had been
and MOREL19 51a, 1951b).
students alike returned to the universities and to established (WETMORE
the research problems whose resolutions had gone At this time no monocotyledonous tissue had been
unheeded during the war years. New recruits joined cultured except for Asparagus tips, which had been
the veterans in reexamining the classic problems, cultured earlier by Loo ( 1945); Morel achieved
trying novel approaches,more drastic methods, and true callus cultures of monocots at Harvard with the
working with new techniques. In plant develop- tuber tissue of Amorphophallus and Sauromatum
1951a ) .
ment, a new assault was made on the age-old prob- ( MORELand WETMORE
lem of what the nature and origin of plant
Meristem culture
organization are. The word "morphogenesis"
became a touchstone, and attention focused on the
Apical meristem culture became a continuing
shoot apex and its well-concealed secrets of organo- challenge. The interesting generalization was made
genesis.
that culture of very tiny pieces 200-300 F in length,
The work of Wetmore and his students thus lacking visible leaf primordia and cut from the
naturally shifted from the descriptive analyses of apical dome or promeristem of many of the lower
plant embryos or embryonic shoot apices of lower vascular plants, including the ferns, led to successful
and higher vascular plants to experimentalmanipu- cultivation of whole plants, whereas among the
lation of these same structures. E. Ball, appointed angiosperms tested, whole plants could be grown
to the staff at Harvard after a postdoctoral fellow- only from much larger apices (500 p or greater)
ship in E. Sinnott's laboratory at Yale, had auda- excised with several of the youngest leaf primordia
ciously cut living shoot apices of Lupinus and attached. The nutrient requirements for apices of
Trozpaeolum
transversely into 500- segments and vascular cryptogams were quite simple, comprising
attempted to grow them in sterile culture with some only mineral elements and sucrose. Even with elabosuccess. He had found that the apical dome together rate media, containing, in addition, organic nitrogen,
with the youngest leaf primordiawould grow into a vitamins, and complex components such as coconut
whole plant if explanted onto a relatively simple milk, angiospermapices proved much more difficult
nutrient medium, whereas subjacent cubes cut from to cultivate successfully (WETMORE
1954 ) .
the apex formed only callus (BALL1946).
Focus on the activities, potentialities, and propIn England C. W. Wardlaw had concluded his erties of the apical meristem in vascular cryptogams
tropical studies on diseases of the banana and took and angiosperms, both dicots and monocots, in
the chair of cryptogamic botany in Manchester, Wetmore's laboratory led to research on morphowhere he mounted a major new attack on the shoot genesis in a number of new and exciting directions.
apex, using surgical approaches that forced the Most apparent was the need for more information
plants, mostly ferns, into new expressions of poten- about the distinctive chemical and biological proptialities and new developmental patterns. Students erties of the apical meristem. In collaboration with
in Wetmore's laboratory in the late forties joined in J. P. Nitsch, previously a student at Cal. Tech.
the searching analysis of the papers that began to and successor to Morel for a few years as research
pour from Wardlaw's laboratory and by 1950 had associate at Harvard, Wetmore began an exploration
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of the shoot apex of Lupinusand Syringafor com- exerted on bud elongation, but not on leaf unfolding.
parison with those of the lower vascular plants, Also, as in Ginkgo, the yields of auxin diffusing
Adiantum,Selaginella,Lycopodium,
and Equisetum. from short and long shoots were the same when the
Nitsch's interests in auxin physiology and metab- buds first opened, but soon fell to zero in the short
olism led to attempts to determine auxin precursor shoot while increasing in the long shoot during its
levels in the apex (NITSCHand WETMORE
1952) and whole elongation phase. A direct attack on the
the development of more sensitive assays for auxin hormonecontent and synthesis in the apical meristem
determination ( NITSCHand NITSCH1956) . With itself was never made. Closest to it were the dethe collaboration of F. C. Steward at Cornell Uni- terminationsof diffusible auxin in developing leaves
and JACOBS(1953)
versity, Wetmore and Nitsch pursued analyses of of Coleusmade by WETMORE
the alcohol-soluble free amino acids and the amino but carried out more in the context of leaf developacid residues in hydrolyzed proteins extracted from ment and abscission than in the relationship of
thousands of shoot apical meristems and tiny leaf leaves to their origin at the apex.
primordia (STEWARD
et al. 1954). The results of
The experimental work on xylem differentiation
this phase of the work on apex culture were sum- can be traced directly from the ideas about the
marized by Wetmore at the Brookhaven meeting in apical meristem and young leaf primordiaas possible
1953, a meeting which served as one of the first sources of hormones, especially of the auxin type.
postwar colloquia for the exchange of ideas about As a junior fellow in Wetmore's laboratory at
plant morphogenesis, tissue culture, and problems Harvard, W. P. Jacobs had begun the development
of developmental control in plants.
of experimental evidence relating regeneration of
It is interesting to attempt to trace the lines of xylem in wounded Coleusstems to the auxin diffusresearchat Harvard which followed (and preceded) ing from young leaves (JACOBS1952), a line of
these studies focusing on the shoot apical meristem work he was to pursue later with great industry at
and its morphogeneticcapacities. Several clear direc- Princeton. Torrey's researchon xylem differentiation
tions of study are apparent in retrospect. A con- and vascular tissue pattern formation in roots of
tinuing preoccupation with auxin physiology in the Pisum (TORREY1953, 1957) had its inception in
shoot apex was inevitable due to the proximity and experiments and discussions with Jacobs in Wetcontinuous interchange with Wetmore's colleague at more's laboratory while Torrey worked with K. V.
Harvard, K. V. Thimann. Collaborative work on Thimann on his Ph.D. thesis on lateral root initiathe auxin relations in shoot and leaf development tion.
In culturing apical meristems, Wetmore found
had preceded the apical meristem culture work.
Wetmore and Gunckel published an interesting that excised apices could be maintained somewhat
comparative morphological study on the short and longer by placing them on unorganizedcallus tissue.
long shoots of Ginkgo ( GUNCKELand WETMOREExperiments after the fashion of those by CAMUS
1946a, 1946b). Later, this was extended with Thi- (1949) establishing grafts between excised apices
mann into a physiological investigation of the auxin and callus tissue allowed an analysis to be made of
relations of these two kinds of shoots (GUNCKEL the chemical influences of apices on xylem differenand SOROKIN1955) . Replaceand THIMANN 1949; GUNCKEL,THIMANN,and tiation (WETMORE
WETMORE
1949). Here the analogy was developed ment of grafted buds by auxin-sucrosesolutions led
between the short shoot of Ginkgo,which unfolds to the concept that hormones control the vascular
and
but does not elongate, and the inhibited lateral bud patterns in tissue culture explants (WETMORE
DEMAGGIo,
and RIER1964)
of a dicot, which does not even unfold. The latter RIER1963; WETMORE,
system was explored from an anatomical point of and the subsequent ideas of the multiple-factorconview by Wetmore's student R. GARRISON
(1949) . trol of cytodifferentiation (see the review by
FOSKET,and HEPLER1971) . Efforts were
Both axillary short shoots and axillary buds develop TORREY,
into long shoots after removal of the terminal buds. made also to analyze physical effects on vascular
Some years afterward, Wetmore directed P. Titman tissue formation (BROWNand SAX 1962).
in a comparablestudy of the long shoots and singleA related research direction concerned the morleaved short shoots of Cercidiphyllum(TITMAN phogenesis of leaves. Having excised and extracted
and WETMORE
1955) in which a similar attempt thousands of shoot apices for chemical analyses,
was made to correlate the behavior with auxin rela- researchers in Wetmore's laboratory found it was
tions. As in Ginkgo,it appears that the short shoots a reasonable matter to place leaf primordia of
are kept short by auxin coming from the meristem; different ages and sizes into culture in an effort
that is, in both these plants, apical dominance is to establish the ontogenetic difference between a
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Although always preoccupied with the lower
leaf and a bud initial. This line of research was
pursued by Steeves and his students, initially in vascular plants and their plasticity in development,
collaboration with Sussex, in the broader context Wetmore and his associates over the years moved
of the question of how fern leaves develop (SUSSEX back and forth from the vascular cryptogams to
the angiosperms,seeking similarities and differences
and STEEVES
1953; STEEVES
1962) .
and generalizations.They studied the anatomy and
Focus on the vascular cryptogams
development of shoot apices in ferns, Lycopodium,
Meristems of the shoot and root have as im- Selaginella,and Equisetum,and the angiosperms,
mediate precursors the meristematic state, which Lupinus,Syringa,Helianthus,and Parthenocissus
1954); later, they added the vegetative
develops in the embryo, which in turn has as its (WETMORE
precursor the fertilized egg. Wetmore's long-term and flowering apices of Xanthium,Chenopodium,
research orientation centered on the problems of GGycine,Hyossyamus, and Papaver (WETMORE,
and GREEN1959). Thus, anatomy and
the embryonic state, its origin, and its perpetuation. GIFFORD,
In the vascular cryptogams, the morphogenetic se- physiology, descriptive and experimental, in both
quences of zygote to mature sporophyte and spore lower and higher vascular plants, were a part of the
to fully developed gametophyte offered materials research in Wetmore's laboratory after the war
with ready access for experimental manipulation years the period of the ascendancy of plant
and analysis. Over a period of years, Wetmore morphogenesis.
directed much of his own energies and those of
Innovator and interpreter of
many of his students into investigations of these
experimental morphogenesis
morphogeneticpathways and problems. In the ferns,
During
the
period beginning about 1945, WetWard tackled fertilization, embryogeny, and experimental isolation and manipulation of embryogenesis more played an important role beyond that of exin Phlebodium(WARD1954a, 1954b; WARDand perimentalist and innovator in experimental plant
WETMORE1954). DeMaggio dealt with similar morphogenesis. It is in character and one of his
problems in Todea (DEMAGGIo1961; DEMAGGIo special attributes to act as mediator and interpreter.
and WETMORE
1961), and later Steeves and Whittier During the period when experimental manipulaexplored the natural and experimental conditions tions, physiological and biochemical analyses, and
leading to apogamy in Pteridum (WHITTIERand cytochemical methods were beginning to be applied
STEEVES1960, 1962). Leaf ontogenesis itself was to problems of plant ontogenesis and cytodifferenstudied in extenso, in relation to cellular events, tiation, it was (and is) important to have expericorrelation phenomena, and hormonal control enced and soundly based anatomists and morphol(STEEVES
and WETMORE
1953; BRIGGS
et al. 1955; ogists attempting to understand and interpret the
BRIGGSand STEEVES1958, 1959; STEEVESand experimentalresults in as unprejudiceda fashion as
BRIGGS1958, 1960) . I)evelopmental problems in possible. In this role Wetmore played an important
other groups among the vascular cryptogams were part. In the late forties and fifties, when distinalso studied, for example, in Lycopodium(FREE- guished anatomists such as Esau, Foster, and Gifford were squared off against the new surgical
BERGand BrETMORE
1957, 1967).
Xlth the availability of and interest in organ and experimentalistslike Ball, Wardlaw, and Cutter, as
tissue culture techniques in Wetmore's laboratory, well as the unconventional anatomists and cytoloit was inevitable that efforts would be directed gists like Buvat, Nougarede, and Gautheret, it was
toward the establishment of true tissue cultures, essential to have an expert intermediary. Thus, in
that is, unorganized tissues subject to unlimited 1951, Wetmore collaborated with Wardlaw in writculture in vitro, of tissues of some of the vascular ing a pioneering review on experimental morphocryptogams. The major collaborative effort in this genesis for the AnnualReviewof Plant Physiology
and WARDLAW
195 1) interpreting the
direction led to the early establishment of cultured (WETMORE
callus tissue from gametophyte tissues of the fern new experimental findings, especially from WardOsmund
a (MORELand WETMORE195 1b) and law's group, for the plant anatomists, on the one
Pteridium(STEEVES
and SUSSEX1952) . Peculiari- hand, and pointing out the relevancies to the plant
tiesn both cytological and morphogenetic, of these physiologists, on the other hand. To cover this subtissues were described (PARTANENN
SUSSEXN
and ject without recourse to half-tone plates was a tour
STEEVES19 55; STEEVESN
SUSSEXN
and PARTANENde force which occupied them both for many
1955) and a correlation established between ab- months. Further interpretation and unification
normal nuclear condition and developmental be- came from later reviews (WETMORE
1956, 1959)
havior.
which began to encompass the primarily physiologi-
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cal information then becoming available from tissue and Development(0'BRIEN and MCCULLY1969)
culture studies, such as hormonal effects in morpho- by T. O'Brien, student of Thimannn and M.
genesis ( SKOOG
and MILLER1957) and the work McCully, student of Torreynis one more clear exfrom Steward's laboratory on carrot cell suspension pression of his ongoing contribution to the field of
culture ( STEWARDN
MAPES,and SMITH1958 ) . The plant morphogenesis.
most recent and perhaps most comprehensive reDirections for future research
viewn which embodies many of the ideas discussed
One
can
foresee at least four areas of importance
aboven is that published with Steeves (WETMORE
for
the
immediate
future, areas of morphogenetic
and STEEVES1971) in the multiple-volume work
research
which
evolve
from these earlier studies.
edited by F. C. Steward.
Latern Wetmore shared anatomical researches Stillnwhat needs most to be understood is the probwith proponents on both sides. Thusn Gifford came lem of the distinctive nature and organization of
as a postdoctoral fellow to Wetmore's laboratory at apical meristemsnof both roots and shoots. Since
Harvard and later Wetmore spent a sabbatical year returning to VersaillesnMorel has focused on the
on the Davis campus of the University of California potentialities and activities of the apical meristemn
establishing practical methods of propagating gein continuous discussion and exchange of ideasinterpreting the new experimental work in ways netically stablen virus-free propagules from "mericompatible with more classically oriented anatom- clones" in orchids (MOREL 19622 1964) in
ical research. To be sure, surgical experiments do important crop plants such as Solanum and
introduce abnormalities and uncertainties into the Asparagus,and in a wide variety of flowering
developmental processnand the burden of proof of plants of interest to commerce ( MOREL and
the significance of experimental data for normal MARTIN1955; MORELand MULLER1964; MOREL
development rests upon the experimenter (ESAU 19 71) . The practical applications of these tech1965). Happilyn this battleground has now been niquesnwhich go back in origin to the early Wetleft behindnbut during the early skirmishesnWet- more-Morel collaboration in the early 1950sn have
more served a unique role in the mediation that hardly begun to be exploited. Orchids are just a
striking example of how a whole plant industry can
was necessary for a continued rapprochement.
In another contextnWetmore served as an effec- be changed in a few years. Recentlyn SMITHand
( 1970) have resolved some of the
tive bridge between plant anatomist and plant MURASHIGE
physiologist and was ablen in collaboration with problems of culturing very tiny angiosperm apicesn
Thimann and later with Steeves and then with and new possibilities are opened by this achieveTorreyn to create a research atmosphere in which ment.
Another approachto the nature of the shoot apex
students were encouraged to reach across the gap
and bridge it. Through a succession of graduate is being pursued by those who would know the
students and postdoctoral fellows who became ana- metabolic activities and changes in the cells of the
tomically oriented physiologists or physiologically apical region. Heren the techniques of histologyn
oriented anatomists, Wetmore and his associates cytochemistry, chemical analysis, and biophysical
encouraged a new breed of experimentalists of the manipulation can contribute, and all are being used
variety needed to attack problems of plant morpho- (see the recent extensive review edited by BERNIER
genesis. Their students and their studentsnstudents [1970] on the conversion of a vegetative apex to a
floral apex). Given the present emphasis and state
continue to expand horizons in this field.
Since retirement from teaching in 19622Wetmore of the artn we are perhaps more likely to discover
has continued active researchnfirstnfor a period of the macromolecular synthetic events determining
collaborative research in Versailles with Morel and the activities of the shoot apex than we are to learn
DeMaggio (WETMORE
et al. 1964) and then with about the control mechanisms which may reside at
DeMaggio at Hanover. Since his return to Cam- hormonal or perhaps more subtle levels. But surely
bridgenhe has occupied a real place in the ongoing here is an area for imaginative new research.
A second area with great promise is plant emresearch in plant morphogenesis at Harvard. Students of Thimannn Torreyn Briggsn Bogoradn and bryogenesis. By a unique coincidencenwithin the
others have found Wetmore ever responsive to the past few years achievements in researches on in
excitement of research and new discoveries and vitro cultivation of embryos excised from the ovule
ideas. As personal friend and confidant as well as (see the review by RASHAVAN
1966) n on induced
research mentornhe continues to influence students embryo formation from cultured vegetative tissues
of morphogenesis. The dedication to Ralph Wet- grown in vitro (see the review by HALPERIN
1969)
more of the recent pictorial text Plant Structure and on embryogenesis from pollen cells in excised
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cultured anthers leading to haploid progeny now possible.Suchisolatedprotoplastscan be made
(NITSCHand NITSCH1969) have suddenlycome to reformnew walls and to divide to forma tissue,
together.As a result,the fieldof experimental
plant and such tissuecan be inducedto forma new plant
embryologyis nowopenedwide to new and exciting (TAKEBE,LABIB, and MELCHERS
1971) . That
kindsof work.
protoplasts,while naked, can be made to fuse to
A third and closely related type of research, form cell hybridshas been shown,and if new hyearly appreciatedand used as a tool by Wetmore, brid plants fromsuch cell progenycan be made,a
involves exploitationof the increasinglywell-de- new era of somatic cell genetics will become a
finedmethodsof tissue and cell cultureto simplify reality.The presentrateof publicationin the protoand controlcellularevents.As a resultof improved plast field is somemeasureof the expectations.
techniques,one can ask morepenetratingquestions A fourtharea for the immediatefutureis in exconcerningcellular and cell-to-tissueevents. Bio- tending our understandingof cytodifferentiation
chemicalanalysesof moreuniformand synchronous and its control.Here the botanistsmay in fact have
events have becomepossible.As with all biochem- availablebetter tools and moreclearlydefinedsysical analysis, results from such studies must, of tems than are currently accessibleto zoologists.
course,be relatedto the wholeplant and to normal Manpowerto pursuethese researchesmay be the
development.Particularlyinterestingand promising greatestproblem.Cytodifferentiation
as part of the
are the techniquesnow available for producing cell cycle or as an event stemmingfromthe mitotic
protoplasts (see the review by COCKING
1971) . cycle is one of the most urgentand enticingprobIsolationof nakedprotoplastsafter plasmolysisand lems facing biologists today. Experimentalplant
enzymatictreatmentof a wide varietyof tissuesis morphogeneticists
are righttherein the middleof it.
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THE INFLORESCENCE

AND FLOWER IN MALE MYRICA ESCULENTA
VAR. FEARQUHARIANA
E. C. ABBE

Departmentof Botany, University of Minnesota,Minneapolis,Minnesota 55455
ABSTRACT
There are various ambiguitiesin the interpretationsof the male floret and inflorescencein the Myricaceae.MyricaesculentaBuch.-Ham.var. farquhariana(Wall.) Chev., as a relativelyprimitivespecies
in the family,was chosenfor detailedstudy. The presenceof tertiarybractsin one individualpermitsthe
interpretationof the male flower as consistingof only one or two stamens.The anatomy of the flower
suggeststhat it is composedof but a singlestamenwhose single vascularbundle arisesfrom a distinctive
pedicellarvascularsupply. A subtendingbract may or may not be present.The so-called column has a
completevascularcylinderand is thereforeto be interpretedas an ultimate branch of a compoundinflorescence.Thereis no terminalfloret in such ultimateaxes, but rather,the vascularsupply of that axis
continuesbeyond the insertionof the floralsupplies.The inflorescenceis thus open or indeterminate,and
is a panicle of spikes and spikelets.Phyllotacticconsiderationsas well as vascularanatomy lead to the
conclusionthat the ultimate branch of the inflorescencemay be reducedto a pseudocymule.This suggeststhat evidencefor the "cymule"of the Betulaceaemust be carefullyreassessed.

Introduction
identity
of the individual
male floret in this family
The organization of the male inflorescenceof the is obscured by the absence of a perigon, by extreme
with many
Myricaceae has been variously interpreted.It is the reduction in size, and by itS aggregation
object of the present study to examine carefully a other florets. There is, as a result, a widely varying
member of the family which has a complex inflo- assessment
of the number
of stamenS
which constirescence (since the simple ones may be deceptively tute a floret. A range of two to 16 stamens per
so!) in the hope that a logical reevaluation of the floret in the family was accepted by DE CANDOLLE
inflorescence and its components will emerge. (1864), EICHLER ( 1878), BENTHAM and HOOKER
Myrica escuZentaBuch.-Ham. var. farquhariana (1880), and WETTSTEIN ( 1924),while a range of
by BAILLON
( 1875),
(Wall.) Chev. has been chosen for this study on two to 20 was advocated
(1925), BACKER
the basis of a preliminary survey of the floral orga- CHEVALIER (1901), RENDLE
nization and secondary xylem of the family (E. C. (1951), LAWRENCE ( 1951), MELCHIOR ( 1964),
ABBE1963; L. B. ABBE1963) . In this survey we HUTCHINSON ( 1967), and ELIAS ( 1971). CLARKE
found M. esculenta to be a relatively primitive (1858) reported from eight to 30 or even 40 staspecies within the range of variation in the family. mens per floret. Many of these authors indicate
ThSenature of the male floret needs review as that "often" or "usually" there are two to four, or
part of the study of the inflorescence. But the four to eight stamenS
per
floret.
HJELMQVIST

